This paper gives the general characterization of polynomial transformations between vector spaces over a field of characteristic zero. The characterization, a generalization of A. M. Gleason's [3] and H. Röhrl's [9] recent treatment of quadratic forms, is in terms of inclusion-exclusion [4, pp. 8-10] identities. It is analogous to the characterization of a linear map v by means of the linearity identity v(aat+bj8)=ava+bvj8. Constant, linear and affine maps do not fit neatly into the inclusion-exclusion identity theory. As far as it is concerned there is a disparity between the straight (degrees zero and one) and the curved (degrees two and higher). If t is a homogeneous polynomial transformation of degree r then t is a polynomial transformation of degree at most r* for each integer r*}£r. Let uGJ. If u is an affine map then u is a polynomial transformation of degree at most r for each positive integer r. If u is a polynomial transformation of degree at most r then u is a polynomial transformation of degree at most r* for each integer r*^r.
THEOREM. Let u£/, Let r be a nonnegative integer. Fix any integer r*^r. Suppose that u is a polynomial transformation of degree at most r*. Suppose that u is an Euler homogeneous map of degree r. Then u is a homogeneous polynomial transformation of degree r.

THEOREM. Let r be a nonnegative integer. A map uÇzJ is a polynomial transformation of degree at most r if and only if there is a homogeneous rth degree polynomial transformation u*: V®®->W such that for each a G V it is true that ua=u*(a, 1).
GLEASON'S LEMMA. tÇzJ is a homogeneous polynomial transformation of degree two if and only if both of the following assertions hold:
for each bE$, each y, ôÇzV. If CtG®*' and ce G V L define the pointwise product aa£ V L by setting
A map uG/ satisfies the inhomogeneous inclusion-exclusion iden- 
THEOREM. Let tÇzJ* Suppose that t is an Euler homogeneous map of degree p. Then t satisfies the homogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of degree p if and only if t satisfies the heterogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of degree p.
To each tGJ there corresponds a map zn[p, t\: VXVX » • • X V-+W defined by setting, for jSG V L f
«[#, *](/?(!), 0(2), • • • ,M) -*iP> '•«.
THEOREM. Z,e/ *£/. Suppose t is an Euler homogeneous map of degree p. Suppose t satisfies the homogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of degree p. Then m [p, t] is a symmetric multilinear map. Moreover for each \£:Vit is true that t\~m[p, t]Çk, X, • • • , X).
This is a von Neumann-Jordan theorem [6] whose proof uses Gleason's lemma, 4. Intrinsic characterizations. Recall the blanket hypothesis of this paper, that p à 2,
HOMOGENEOUS CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM, *£ƒ is a homogeneous polynomial transformation of degree p if and only if t is Euler homogeneous of degree p and t satisfies one of the following identities: (i) The heterogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of degree p. (ii) The homogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of degree p. (iii) The inhomogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of degree p. (iv) The inhomogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of some degree p *-p -(v) The inhomogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of each degree
INHOMOGENEOUS CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM. UE.J is a polynomial transformation of degree at most p if and only if u satisfies the inhomogeneous inclusion-exclusion identity of degree p.
There are three ideas behind the proofs [l] of all these results. To prove that polynomial transformations satisfy inclusion-exclusion identities go back to the definitions in terms of multilinear and multiaffine maps. Write out the combinations and verify the identities. To prove that a degree p Euler homogeneous map tÇzJ, which satisfies that the homogeneous degree p inclusion-exclusion identity is in fact of the form ta for each a, j8GA, each translation Q of A, each a, &E® such that a+b = l. The affine inclusion-exclusion identity characterizations of higher degree transformations will appear in [l] .
